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Everyone knows no conversation is complete without the perfect emoji. While we all got
super excited when we found out 200 new emojis would soon be hitting our phones, we
were bummed that the new emoji additions didn't include more diversity. The good news is,
you don't have to wait any longer to finally find emoji that look like you, because there's
(already) an app for that.
Wanting to see more emojis that looked liked her, Karinna Parrott, a former NASA Program
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Wanting to see more emojis that looked liked her, Karinna Parrott, a former NASA Program
Manager, decided to try her hand at app coding, and created the iDiversicons app back in
2013. Yep, turns out, the emoji we've all been waiting for have existed for awhile now! The
app features over 900 emojis with a wide variety of skin colors, hairstyles, professions, and
even foods!
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